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In the past ten years, a tremendous amount of work has
gone i; to the investigation of the attenuation of gam*
radiation. The problem of gasna ray attenuation would be
r ": i Ly simple if it were merely a crptivo reaeticn.
,
it is icated greatly by the energy dependence
and by the variety of IftWrac of gamma rays with matter.
Because of the different types of irterg t f the attenua-
tion of gamma rays dees j tlcularly w I tc
experimental determinations aafl the 00*0 detailed tad exs
results have been det : theoretically,
ith the advent cf joproml ocmntln* te< .;es sub-
nt to 191'7, it has be* btain more accurate
experimental results. However, coat cf the experiments have
fceen performed usin,^ a hi llimated beam of monoenergetie
gamma rays and recording th ickness, or absorption
004 fficlcmts, or the absorbing nit trial wi tc the
tctal amount of ©lectrcmagr tlon issuing from the
material. i>ue to the various Interaction processes, the
electromagnetic rodiatlOS comit.;; from the absorber 00*0*1
entire energy rar-c from the energy of the initial ^aaaa
ray thr^ x-ray region.
The va the ener.-y s asms I cion
with increasing absorber ItllotlSOOl is of particular interest
since this viri -& m

With the development cf i&p:cved gamma ray scintillation
crystals, photc mult r tubes, and recording spectrometers,
it Is possible tc obtain a rather accurate gamma ray gy
spectrum using a fairly low intensity source of gamma radi-
ation.
Since gamma ray sources are net collimated in normal
use, and since there Is some debate as tc Mm degree of cc
limatlon that can actually be obtained, it was decided net
to collimate the source In this invest- ~cn. This idea
led to a rather simple experimental setup closely approximat-
a scintillation detector being placed against the out-
side of a radiation shield* Lead was chosen as the absorb-
material, since it is the primary material used in gamma
f shielding.
If the variations in the energy spectrum with absorber
thickness, using this setup, could be correlated with exist-
I
theory, It would provide a relatively simple experimental
method of determining information en the attenuation of
radiation.

ii. nil uxtauuran oecly.
Volumes of literature have been published on interac-
tions cf g -.mma rays with matter. So attempt was made to read
through all of this material. Ofcljf a few of the snort ac-
cessible and acceptable articles, dealing with the various
aspects of the problem, were chosen for review.
It would be rath* r pointless to attempt to cover the
detailed theory of the various gamma ray interactions.
References to the detailed theory will be given and seme of
the core Important equations and results will be shown.
A. General
There are several good references on the fundamentals
of gaaaa ray interaction processes. For basic understanding
Fan© (1), Frledlandar and Kennedy (3), Kaplan (11), and Se-gre
(19) present a comparatively simple approach to the overall
problem. Haiti- ( ) gives a broader treatment cf the prob-
lem but is more difficult to follow. Qm of the latest
general works en the attenuation of gamma rays by sioldstcin
(*) contains excellent material in all phases of the problem:
including primary and secondary effects, recont rziass absorp-
tion coefficients, and seme methods of calculation.
B. Photoelectric ot
In the photoelectric process the i photon trans-

3 all if its energy tc one tf the atonic trens, eject-
it with an energy equal tc the energy of the i at
photon less the ionization energy ol the electron. There-
fore, in order for the process to occur, the enei\ the
incident photon must be greater than the binding energy of
the electron. Since the HHitIf energy of the electrons is
small for low u elements and increases approximately as I
,
the photoelectric effect is much isor© lie t in the hi,
lements. When the electron is ejected from its shell in
the atom, an electron from the m xt cute:* 3hv.ll drops li to
its place and a photon is emitted with energy equal to the
difference in binding . y of the two el« ctren shells.
Mi photon eaerglef are large compared to the ioniza-
tion energy, the electron appears lightly bound and the photo
electric process becomes less probable. licit ) shows
the quantum mechanical derivation I ff las for .he prob-
ability that a photon of a particular energy will under
photo ...vie absorption. Kaplan (11) gives the simplified





2AiV ) 7/2 , (1)
where hV is the energy of the incident photon, m c*~ is the
rest energy of the electron, I i3 the atomic number of the








e 0. .^ bams (2)

The values of (J obtained frcss this formula are only &c~
curate for photon energies in the neighborhood of 0.5 Hev
and sore rigorous formulas must be U3ed for « M differ-
ing appreciably from this value.
C. Compton Scattering
The Compton effect is the scattering of phetens by free
electrons. The main source of difficulty in the calculation
of gamma ray attenuation is caused by the change in direction
and energy of the incident photons in this scattering process.
Kaplan (11) gives the energy of a photon scattered at a given
angle;
h*/ % , (3)
1 • h VQMjr (1-cos©)
or in terms of electron rest mass energy,
1 * 1 + E *(l-coe*) » M
The quantum mechanical development of the Klein Nishina
formula for the probability that Compton scattering will oc-
cur is shown by Heitlcr (6), The equation for total scatter-
ing cross section per electron is
1 3 )




where h^ is in electron rest mass units and 0^ is ?iven by
tion 2. The differential cross section for scattering
by a given angle, per unit solid angle, is given by
(T(e)dO
^| ^<£ /E EA - sin29) dO . (6)E
o
Latter and Kahn (12) have compiled tables for the values of
the differ ntial cross section and Reins (16) mada an exten-
sive set cf graphs of Conpton PT\fr?y *n?le relationship and
the differential cross sections for various scattering angles
and initial photon energies.
From I quation 5, i* can be seen that thf total scatter-
ing cross section per electron is independent of Z and there-
fore the cross section per Ttom varies as £. It ean also be
shown from this equation that tb il seat -* ros»
section increases with increasing photon ener^i* .
D. Pair Production
pair production the entir< riergy of the incident
photon is transformed into tb< creation of an electron -
positron pair. The kinetic energy of the pair is equal to
the energy of the incident photon minus twice the rest mass
of an electron. Therefore, the threshold for pair production
o
is 2m c or 1.022 Mcv* Segre (19) has a good development
of this process, showing the increase in the effect with Z
and energy.

uiace the energy of tfct source used In this investiga-
tion was below the threshold m , the effect 9$ pair pro-
duction could be neglected.
Secondary Interaction Processes
Uiere are several secondary processes of photon inter-
action with matter, ihese arc coherent electron acatterir.
t
annihilation radiation, fluorescence rsdi ition, bremsstrah-
lung, Thomson scattering from the nucleus, potential scatter-
ing, coherent molecular or crystal scattering, nuclear inter-
action, and radiative corrections to lower order processes.
Goldstein (U) discusses each of these processes and shows
why they can be neglected for actual calculations of gamma
ray attenuation.
-amma nay Absorption Coefficients
If a beam of photons of flux density I strikes an ab-
sorber which has thickness x, n number of atoms per unit
volume, and a collision cross section of cr, then the number
of collisions made in a path length dx by photons passing in
ur.it time through unit cross sectional a; the b:am is
Icrn dx« MJfcfl the macroscopic absorption coefficient jj ,
equal to ikt, this value is IjJdx. If t _3ions are
purely absorptive, this numb collisions must I ual
to the decrease in the flux density I over the distance dx:

~dl a I//dx (7)
The solution to this la dl i well
known absorption law
I - I i^x (8)
Since the :-anEta ray intersctior.. processes are not
completely absorptive, Iqiaation 7 3oes net :ive tht actual
deerease- in flux density. Therefore Ion 8 not
describe the attenuatit the total beam, but I the
flux density of those phi tens which survive without having
Bade any collisions.
The total photon cross section is the sua of the? cross
sections for photoelectric effect, and
pair production:
& * (fpE + 0~C • C. (9)
This total cross section is normally expressed as the aass
absorption coefficient,^/
,
in units of era"/g. Miwerous
tables of absorption coefficients •. been made, based in
ying proportions on calculations and measurements with
narrow baas gaomctry. La1 «hn (12) made an extensive
compilation in 19^9. the compilation made by white (22) is
one of the most MM s believed tc be accurate within
2 per cent.

G. Methods of Calculating Gamma Hay Attenuation
In order to calculate the attenuation of gamma radiation
it is necessary to know how many photons are going in what
direction with what energy at any point. This is ^iven by
a flux density function of position, energy and direction,
N (r, l,n). Mia function is defined so that M(r, If-O)
dLdQ gives the number of photons at r, with energy 1 in
range dJE, going in the direction specified by the unit vector,
il, within the element of solid angle d.Q, which cross in
unit time a unit differential element of area whose normal
is in the direction n • This value of N is normally called
the angular number flux. Corresponding is the ir energy
flux, I (r, E,fi) which refers to the energy carried by the
photons rather than to their number. This angular encr
flux is equal to EH.
Goldstein and Wilkins (5) show the derivation of the
aquation for the transport of gamma rays in terms of I:
wher cKn'-O, •-*••) is the differential cross section
for scattering from the direction H' to O and from the
energy •• to E f and 8(r~E, O) is the energy source function.
The complicated form of Ion 10 insures that any ac*
curate method of solving the transport equation will involve
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extensive computations* Weiton (21) reviewed some of the
Methods that have been used up to 1955. ?anc and Nelms (2)
developed a simplified solution in .1957 f hut it is only ap-
plicable to photons of energy less than 0,5 Me* and fairly
low Z absorbers, it present only three successful methods
have been developed.
The method of successive scatterings uses the calculation
of the unseattered flux to obtain the collision density for
the first scatterinc. By treating the scattered photons as new
sources, the flux of singly scattered photons can be found.
This process can be- repeated until all photons making contribu-
tions to the flux are included. After the first scattering
this procedure becomes quite involved. Peebles (17) and Pee-
bles and Plesset (18) have carried this method the farthest
and give results obtained for lead and iron slabs.
The Monte Carlo technique consists of theoretically
tracing the life history of a lar^e number of photons. Fach
step in the history is chosen at random from the known prob-
ability distribution for the fiven event. Meyer (lM has
brought toeth' r a number of papers on the Monte Carlo tech-
nique including some results of its application to several
shielding problems.
The method of moments was developed by Spencer and Fano
(20) in 1951. It consists primarily of expanding the angular
flux in terms of Legendre polynomials and integrating ever
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all solid angles . Gcldstcir. '.ikins (5) hava ap;
this method to an extensive program of gamma ray attenuation




The equipment used in this Investigation and the experi-
mental own i .ire 1. led descrip-
tion 02" the* r-qu' follows.
A. Source
Ihe source chosen for this OXJ was I siua*-
barium 137. This isotope pair emits a monoenergytic ;amma
ray with an en r. v c ., Mev due to the decay schemes
CgW —33y > Ba13? . 52 Mev (3
and
Ba137m_2A6m_>liB137 0# ;7 ^ (
NM to the long half life, the source remained -tially
I
/esti . NVN
consisted of a thin lay cesi- dia& I . }
on an aluminum planchet. The st: th of the source was ap-
proximately 0.1 milXicuriesj the exact strength was net
important since only relative values were needed in this
investigation. The aluminum plar.chet was M i ever a hole
in a wooden stand to minimize scattering. The source was















Lead was used as the absorv ial. It was in the
form cf three inch squares cf varying thicknesses.
I was measured in grwm per square
p
| the maximum t a bei: . . cm cr about
1/2 inch. The absorber in use was held against the; face of
the scintillation crystal by a wooden b> t.
C, .cr
The detector used in this experiment was the Nuclear-
Chicago Mode" Versatile Scintillation Counter which was
designed for tion with §—1 iTI % rate meters, f-
fercntial pulse-height analyzers, t] :.is detector consists of
three parts? the basic probe, a crystal adapt ;, and the
scintillation crystnl.





ptmM U 1 r circuit, and
attached cables. The photo multiplier t«1 the \
Morton (15) £ives a good discussion cf the use of
s tyr tube for scirtillaticn CNWltlP i
The AIM crystal ao1 I for the well type crystal
consists cf the housing which screws on to tr ' basic
probe | ht pipe, WtA an internal lead shielding ring.
The scint;: ion crystal used was th ":W0 well-type
crystal. This is a thallium activated sodium iodide crystal
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hermetically sealed In a 1/32 Inch aluminum can. The dimen-
sions of the crystal are 1-7/8 inches in diameter by 2-lA
inches thick with a 21/32 inch diameter well 1-1/2 inche*
deep. This crystal was primarily designed for use with test
tubes and centrifuge tubes. Due to the geometry of the ex-
periment, the well had no effect on the results.
Hofstadter (7> 8), Hofstadter and Mclntyre (9) and Jordan
and 3«11 (10), who have done a vast amount of investigation of
scintillation materials, recommend the thallium activated sodi-
um iodide crystal as the best available for gamma ray detec-
tion. They estimate the detection efficiency of this type of
crystal to be approximately *+5£, depending on geometry. Maed-
er and Wlnterstieger (13) used this type of crystal in the
investigation of gamma ray spectra with excellent results.
D. Spectrometer
The scintillation detector was connected to a Nuclear-
Chicago Model 1820 Recording Spectrometer. This is a single
channel differential pulse-height analyzer which automatical-
ly scans the pulse height spectrum and graphically records
the input pulse rate versus pulse height on a paper strip
chart. This instrument consists of a radiation analyzer, a
count rate meter, and a record'
The pulses from the scintillation detector are fed into
a linear amplifier ii radiation analyzer and then into

be--
1 two -User.. u he base
lev- _ scriminatcr seta the voltage level below which I
pulses are reject ed. The b*i justed fn
1 to 100 volts by the base level octroi. From the known
ilee height of a source* the hi : ilibrated
by means of a high voltage control. The upper discriminator
is refer.. need to the tase !. . .iscri or. A voltage
of from C M 10 volts above base level voltag t by
scans of the window width control. iscth of these discriml-
nators feed into an anticoincidence circuit which rejects
pulses received simultaneously from both discri ors and
passes only those pulses received alone from the base level
discriminator. Fcr operation as a recording spect. r,
scanning of the radiation m • is produced :y a linear
sweep of the base level discriminator voltage. This is ac-
complished by motor driving the base level control at a
standard rate of one-half hour per complete scan.
The selected pulses from the radiation analyzer are fed
into the count rate unit which provides a controllable amount
of integration. The output signal, which is proportional to
the number ulses per a, is fed to the visual meter
on the front of the spectrometer and also to the chirt re-
corder.
The recorder is used to obtain a large linear presenta-
tion or tb lit ion spectrograms. The input signal is fed
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into a self balancing d-e potentioi. whic'r the
ording pen* She count rate is then indicated by pen dis-
placement, and the radiatio; gy is r zed by t
distance along the time axis of the chart.
. Scaler
Due to the fluctuation of the count rill I base
level volt- -m be sore accurately i by attach!
a scaler to .ion analyser. a standi
Chicago Model 1 * was used fo: Li pur
F. Method of Obtaining Data
the- apparatus was arranged M a table as shown re
It the table was placed in th ate? cf the room t inia©
scatter] rom the walls, r allowing the eqttlp—nt time
to warm up, the source was placed ir BfJMH*
trometer was . »rated for ^62 I
voltage until the1 maximum count rate was c - the
scaler. For all runs the spectrometer was set with Ua
of Hil, a count
,
te f a
window width O- volt, lad I tiJM cc. 3.
-ith th© spectromct ihe base 1 eontr
was set at maximum pulse height, corresp< . A
lead absorber was ttmi placed in the hoi rt
and base level drive turned en.
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After Hm first few s*. . it became apparent that
the spectrometer was extremely sensitive to small line
voltage fluctuations and small tenr _?re changes. The
fluctuation in line voltage was corrected by the I ' a
voltage regulator* By allowing a warm up period of at least
an hour and a half, the t !tur« of the spectrometer was
stabilized. However, small gj es in room t- were
still enough to cause IB appreciable c! in the pulse
height. Therefore, it was :ary to calibrate the spe-
trometer before B f run, arc5, discard t: suits
if it was found Hat the peak pulse height had shifted during
run.
The data were obtained in the for* of radiation spe
tro^raas at varying absorber • ses.

IV.
A, General Characteristics of the Spectres-raja*
Sera© of the spectrograms obtain* .. is investigation
are shew II. The changes in th tmt
and energy of the penetrav n with variations of
absorber thickness are shewn |jr*ptelfl in t\ ures.
A great amount of the $ red radiation a Ing at the
lower energy regions in Fl 1, with nc absorber, is due
to the lead shieldir 'the scinti \r . inee
about half of the source radiation incident on the scintil-
lation crystal passe:, through un ted, it will net be
absorbed in the crystal, the loud liner will sc sea*
of this undetected portion back lot rysta! causing
lower energy scintillations. The effect of this internally
scattered radiation will be discussed along with the 8%i
of the -absorber at di igea of the spectro-
graas
.
The rredomin'-.t petit en all of the s~ 3, at -62
kev, is a measure of the 1 t of unabsorhed and unscattt
tons reachin ?tor. fl crease in this pe
with lead absorbs r 3 in place is a measure of the number of
otens which are both 3< absorbed.
seals, tfc OB
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this scattering Is due tc the- internal scattering in th©
detector.
There are two contribution to the internal Compton
scattering. The first contribution is from the ii
of the gamma rays with the scintillation crysui. If a
photon is scattered in a collision with the iodine in the
crystal, the scattered photcn siay be absorbed in the crystal
or it stay pen t on through the crystal. If the scattered
photon is absorbed, the detector will r< r the eciaple;
interaction as a single pulse with a height equal to the
energy of the incident jhetc « . -3ver, If the scattered
photon penetrates through tl , the detector will
ister | si Ise with a h< i to the ener
lost by the incident photon in the scattering ccllisior
.
Since th I her i photons have a greater tendency to
penetrate the crystal without i> absorbed, the- effect will
be more pronounced for collisions at small ax . Hm
low ansle collisions cause little energy loss tc the photons
and the detector will register a I.er a ! this t:-
of internal Compton scatt ... range.
With no absorber, . ibution to the internal ;
scattering will vary directly with th< :ht of the
peak.
The sec -cntrlbution to the ! . 0*1 Conpton scatter-
ing is due to the liner of the detector, fart of

rays Incident on the scintillation crystal will penetrate the
crystal with no interaction. Some of these will be scattered
back into the crystal by the liner. Since a photon would
have to be scattered at an m of at least 90* to get back
into the crystal, the effect of the internal scatl should
appear at an energy corresponding to the energy of a 662 kev
photon scattered at 90* ana be fairly constant at all low
energies. Using Lquation V, this energy was calculated to
b# MX) kev, which agrees quite well with the energy where
rnal scattering occurs in Figure 2. This internal
•catt Id vary almost directly with the number of
unscattcred photons incident or. the detector. Therefor© the
contribution of the internal detector scattering to the
spectrographs will vary proportionately as the hei f the
2 kev peak. However, with the- lead absorbers in plac.
,
there is added tc the internal scattering a contribution from
the scattering occurring ir. the absorber. This addition can
be easily seen by comp 2 with Figure 11. I
Figure 2, th< fe of tin t€ is 28 per cent
of the height of the o62 kev peak compared with *+3 per cent
for Figure 11.
/it lewv.r energies, tfcort are other effects which are
added to the Compton scatters . ihese effects appear as
peaks on top ox the scatt curve on the spectrograms.
otons will be scatte: he aluminum backing on

the source. In order tc reach the detector they must be
scattered at approximately 1 80*. Thel Iculated
from **, should be 18? kev which agrees closely with
the fir ;t pmk in the scatt tt - Ml the I raJM«
In order to reach the I back-
must pass thr the absorber 5 line* phctc. . this c>mr
are more readily absorb-d Is lead, their cortribution i
creases rapidly with increasing abscrbo-r i ess.
The peak nsxt lower in is due tc the character-
istic I x-ray from photo--! ctric absorption in lea . The
energy of this x-ray is m to the difference in m
between the K and L shell in 1 •:
, ,
a value of 72 kev.
The lead shield in the detector aod the lead absorber will
both contribute to the photoelectric peak. flM internal
••ntributicn fross the det will again be all opor-
tional tc the unscatter reac: the detector.
The only photoelectric x-rays re.? J ; the -tor from the
absorber will l the photoelectric processes occurring
near the surface of the abac, . h* detector side, since
the x-rays originating away from the surface of the absorbing
material will be absorbed by the nri 1. This is confirmed
by the slight increase in the photoelectric peak w; thin
absorber was used, as shown in Figure 3. Therefc: Ml
absorb. r contribution tc the phot; trie
.
exer-





The lowest energy peak on the spectrograms only occurred
when there was Ml absorber, as shewn | . This is
due to the fact th t this x-ray originated in the source. It
is the cha: -ray, A by the r! ctc-
ctric process cccurr barium, i. was formed
during the disintegration cf the cesium MH . to its
low m 1 kev, this x-ray is absorbed la small thick-
nesses of lead and did not t -.• u any cf the absorbers
were in place.
Two methods were used . raining th iation of
gamma ray flux with abaoi . ess. The first method
dealt wi flux with §& | flux or
intensity.
If N( ) is the number of a particular energy
which enter the detectc /stal, then D ticn in l(
with increasing absorber ,ess can be c ined by meas-
uring the count rate at a particular I Dint « each of
the spectre. ;rar:.3. Table 1 ftMMM values I rate
rm abscr.'.r thickness for ;;y points*
Figure 12 is a semi-U hmic plot c; lues shown
in Table 1. The fact that .esultr urvos tend to be
straight lines ind 3 an CX] tial variation of count
rate with absorber thickrum , or that
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10500 6000 9800 18800
0.92 10650 5250 7350 17250
1.82 10500 m-950 o300 15900
2.7*+ 9300 if500 5500 11+500
M* 8850 5Q 5100 12900
*+.5o 8250 ? 3750 ^950 11850
5.M> 7500 3750 ^350 10800
0.38 7500 3U50 kitoa 9600
7.28 6900 33SO 3900 9200
9-10 •00 2850 31*00 7650
lU.70 3600 iu5o 50 ^125
The changes in the slope it tfel I ts shows
that the v •"us of p is a function of energy.
If 1(1.) is the intensity of the photons of a parties"
eatrgy s ich m the i :or crystal, defined such
that
I(J) m I KB)
,
(12)
then the 7ariaticn in 1(1 ) with increasing absorber thickness
cin be determined by measuring the area under the spectrogram
curves for that particular energy range. Values of ar
.
1*6
versus absorbei thickness for the I kev peak
and the phoU -ric peak are shown in iable 2« ihe values
o£ the areas obtained in thi3 graphical ir re
I in square centir:. I since only relative values
wei ^ng considered.
Table t« Variation of peak areas with absorber thickness
Absori • Area un












When these valuers iff p ted en the semi-logarithmic
plot shown in Figure 13, the resulting curves were again
straight lines, indicating that
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nhe slope of th»; curves In Figure 13 Is t: ma as the
slope of f. -rve in for the ti p jy t
it Is apparent t ;lue ef jj{ ) I same for '
variation in both ""(")•
B. Mass Absorptj coefficient
In imtmffaisj lama ray mass absorptic fficierits
it has been the to 01 or measure the ascu
of unscattered radiatic: -aterlal -iri rive the
results |a the fci tfie slope of tl scattered absorp-
tion ami :y* Sable 3 shews 3ome values
jU , for lead, which we by White (£2) and are
considered to be accurate.
The value of j/ for a 662 kev gamma ray was calculated
to be 0. tion 1, 5 and 9« Matt those equations
were simplified, this calculated value was met c to
be exact*
It ha3 been show.. peak height of te v
peak in the spectre. r-iss Is a measure cf the
gamma radiation which penetrates the absorber* - I 1
,
the slope of the 662 kev curve i : L2 or I 13
should be a direct measur 1 gamma M*mi absorption
coefficient I -d. 9mm this 1 of lead required tc re-
duce torn gamma ray In tty to one half the Initial v~iuc
p
was determined to be 6.8 g/em . This gave a value for /v
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Table 3* Gaaaa ray mass absorption coefficient, /,/ , for









0.08823 K edge 1.09











In order to compare the experimentally determined value
of u with accepted values of Jj for lead, a logarithmic
graph of the values from Table 3 was plotted in Figure lU.
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fell exactly on the cur . ed values.
C. Energy Buildup Factor
In calculations of the attenuation of gamma radiation,
the- results are normally given as buildup factors. This is
the factor which, when multiplied by the unscattered contribu-
tion, will give the total cont- i utic I -.he gamma radiatic .
In the experimental determine tic buildup factors,
it has bee; usual practice to use two measurements.
First, th beam attenuation is found using a highly
collimated beam of monoencrgetic gamma rays and a collimated
detector. Then the broad beam attenuation is found using
monoenergi-tic gamma rays without eollimfition. The numbe
which must multiply the narrow beam attenuation in crd <:••: tc
obtain Mm beam attenuav ^3 the buildup fK u.




n fc, » K1 '
where the superscript refers to the photons which have not
suffered a collision. The corresponding e buildup "artcr
la given by
Some values of the energy buildup factor in lead which were
01
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calculated by Goldstein and Wilkins (5), are shown In Table
U.
In order to determine the energy buildup factor experi-
mentally it is necessary to determine the values of Jl°dF;
and JldE. It has been previously shown that Jl°dE for tha
cesium source can be determined from the area under the 662
kev peak of the spectrograms. However f the value J III can-
not be determined from the total area under the spectrogram
curve due to the contribution of the internal effects of the
detector. Iherefore, in order to determine lL| it was neces-
sary to make several assumptions.
It was previously shown that the variation in the con-
tribution of the effects occurring in the lead shield in the
detector is approximately the same as the variation of photons
of source energy. Therefore, if the total area under the











spectrogram in Pi v .s consi ttcr
tributicn of th t un-
seattered contribution ill the succeeding spectrograms should
vary as the 6C2 k ik« this means that
Ac m k° e~ >*fcx . (l.
There are two major discrepancies in this assumption* The
barium K x-ray peak and the back fteatt oak: dc :.ct
vary as the unscattcrcd radiation. Since both cf these af-
fects appear as peaks on" th rticn of the spectro-
gram curves, th pancies can be corrected by sub-
tracting | veas of the peaks from the total area under the
curve.
Taking the first assumption int. MBit* it can now be
assumed that the total area under t] IB curves is
a measure of the tot^l contribution of the gamma radiation.
There is a discrepancy in this assumption due to the internal
detector scatt of tl .ottered gamma radiation from the
absorber, he , this is a second order
neglected for small scattering contribution .
Using these two assumptions, it is nee
determine the energy buildup factor equal
B . JML. . A> (17)
The experimentally determined values of 4§ / c , and B-. are
^Ht x>
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shown in Table 5.
When the calculated values of B£ from Table k% and the
experimental values of B
fc
, from Table 5 were plotted versus
absorber thickness in Figure 15» the experiment curve ap-
Table 5. Areas under spectrogram curves and experimentally








0.92 0.0938 , 1M..5 137.5 1.03
1,82 0.185 130.6 12U.8 1.05
2.71* 0.279 122.5 113.5 1.
|eA 0.371 113.5 103.5 1.09
h.56 O.U65 106.0 9U .2 1.13
%M 0.556 99.5 86.0 1.16
6.38 0.650 92.9 78.3 .19
7.28 .7U2 .1 71. u 1.22
9.10 ^28 76.7 59.2 1.30
ih.70 1.50 i»M 33. u 1.37
peared in the proper location. This indicates that the
experimental values of 3$ determined by this method are
fairly accurate for absorbers of the thicknesses considered.
It is suspected that the neglect of the second order scatt
















1. The use of the scintillation detector au the
scintillation spectrometer provides a rath uplified method
of studying attenuation of gamma . ticn.
2. The value of the mass absorption coef t, ob-
tained by this method | was quite accurate.
3. Values of the energy buildup factor, obtained by
this I 1 api I to be fairly accurate for the thick-
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